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Abstract: Statistics of pauses appearing
in Polish as
Breath events [2] and filled pauses [3] can be
a potential source for biometry information for
automatically detected in a speech signal. It allows to
automatic speaker recognition were described. The
apply this methods as a part of biometry systems in
frequency of three main types of pauses (silent, filled
speaker recognition task.
and breath pauses) usage in monologues, as well as
Considering the origin of pause usage we marked out 1)
frequency of punctuation (commas and full stops) in
regular natural pauses caused by respiration activity
their transcriptions were investigated quantitatively.
(breath pauses), 2) irregular intentional pauses, purposely
Correlation between temporal structure of speech and
used as a stylistic form, especially by professional
syntax structure of the spoken language were
speakers (silent pauses) and 3) irregular, unintentional
examined statistically to verify usefulness of pauses
disfluencies, effect of uncertainty, hesitation or short
detection for elaborating algorithms of automatic
reflection, in speech of inexperienced speakers even
detection of punctuation for spoken Polish.
10-20 per minute (acoustic events like silent pauses or
Keywords : pauses, fillers, punctuation, Polish
filled pauses).
Information on pauses is used in majority of algorithms
I. INTRODUCTION
of automatic punctuation detection [4], [5]. Some medical
aspects of different types of pauses were investigated in
A set of common disfluencies interferes with sentences
context of affective state [6] and mental condition [7] of
borders in spontaneous speech. The most important are:
the speaker.
restarts, change of syntax during the utterance and
The obtained knowledge on pauses meaning can be
inclusion of intervening sentences. Within words, the
merged with analysis of other temporal features
most frequent are repetitions, repairs and prolongations of
(phoneme length, energy, fundamental frequency [8]) in
conjunctives, prepositions and final syllables. As far as
order to build algorithms for punctuation detection in
human perception can focus on the meaning of the
speech.
utterance and extract the desired information, the
automatic speech recognition system literally recognizes
whole acoustic content of the speech signal [1]. As
II. METHODS
a result, the transcription is redundant with notation of
disfluencies or slips of the tongue, but diminished of the
The prepared corpus of spontaneous Polish speech
other types of information present in signal, like
consisted of different types of monologues in formal or
half-formal situations. Total duration of recordings is 60
punctuation. This information could be also used to
min, including utterances of 24 speakers (13 male, 11
differentiate speakers.
female). Among them, there are both experienced or
The research show three types of acoustic pauses in
professional
speakers
(politicians,
professors,
spoken language. The most intuitive is silence (s_p).
professional translators) and inexperienced speakers
Depending on the speaker and situational context, it may
(students).
be characterized by different length.
The first group of recordings (30 min) are utterances
Another type are filled pauses (f_p) - pseudo-words,
from orations or public presentations: speeches and
that do not affect sentence meaning, like yyy, eee, hmm,
reports from European Parliament [9], sessions of faculty
mmm, ym (in SAMPA notation: III, eee, xmm, mmm, Im,),
council, students lectures and reviews. All the speeches,
that perturb utterance fluency. They may often indicate
although preceded by preparation of the speakers or
need of insertion of comma or full stop in the adequate
supported by slides, were not read and are characterized
position in transcription. The sound of filled pauses are
by all the features typical for spontaneous speech. The
specific for language (in Polish the most common are
second part of the corpus (30 min) consisted of
yyy/yh and mmm, while for English - um) and specific for
recordings of real time translation of orations during
speaker's habits. The third sort of pauses that we consider
European Parliament sessions [9]. The sort of utterances
are specific kind of spontaneous speech, where the speech
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rate of the translator is determined by the style of the
speaker being translated. However, still they are
situations of formularization of own utterance, which
causes their spontaneous character and induces presence
of imperfections characteristic for spontaneous speech.
For comparison with read speech, recordings from
audiobooks and AGH Audio-Visual Speech Database
[10] were used.
First we transcribed orthographically the content of the
recordings to clean (skipping disfluencies, filled pauses
or repairs) and syntactically correct texts. On the basis of
the observation of the process, the factors affecting the
imprecision and ambiguity of inserting punctuation in the
transcripts were collected. One of the impediments was
ambiguous intonation, especially in case of inexperienced
speakers. It manifested by 'enumerating' tone of voice,
which caused the same tone in commas and full stops or
constructing multiple complex sentences with every
clause starting with conjunctive pronounced with
extended phonation. In such cases the decision of
inserting comma or full stop remained subjective. When
a speaker did not signalize the phrases and sentences
border with their pronunciation, intonation or pauses, the
punctuation was based on the meaning of the utterance.
There also often occurred the bonding the last word of
preceding sentence with the first in the next one. In
translators group we usually observed specific disorder of
phonotactics involving artificial prolongations of whole
words. Transposals of functional elements of sentences
and reorganization of the sentence were also frequent
events. It is common for inexperienced speakers to place
intervening sentences during the speech or abusing
certain words like let's say, just, simply (languagespecific conversational fillers/discourse makers).
For each transcription, the number of words, full stops
and commas were counted. Then the statistics of
sentences and phrases lengths were computed: mean
length of a sentence and a phrase, as well as mean
number of words in sentences and phrases. Then, in the
places of punctuations signs, occurrences of pauses were
verified. When a full stop were signalized by silent
pauses, the time was tagged as s_p. (similarly for commas
- s_p,), filled pauses - f_p. (commas - f_p.), b_p. for
breath pauses (b_p, for commas). When no type of pause
appeared, the place was tagged as n_p. (n_p,).
III. RESULTS
Information of frequency of using punctuation signs in
spoken language as phenomena determining speech
rhythm were obtained by analyzing the quantity of full
stops and commas in transcriptions. Fig. 1 shows
meaning of the pauses in determining punctuation in
speech. Fig. 2 presents the most frequent types of filled
pauses. However, the usage of different types of pauses
for signalization of punctuation is strongly individualized
between speakers, as presented in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Different types of pauses determining full stops
and commas, and types of filled pauses signalizing
punctuation

Fig. 2. Different types of filled pauses appearing in
spontaneous speech
Table 1. Counts of pauses events denoting full stops and
commas (P- results for presentations/orations, Ttranslation, C- entire corpus, * - lack of audible breaths in
recording)
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As we estimated, speech rate in spontaneous
monologues is about 115 words per minute (with
standard deviation between speakers is about 20
words/min).
Mean length of sentence (containing
average 19 words) was about 10 seconds, while mean
length of a speech unit divided by punctuation (average 7
words) - 3.8 s. The results were similar for both orations/
presentations and real time translations.
Among all full stops in transcription, 39% are
correlated with occurrences of breath pause, 27% silent
pause, 20% filled pause. Among all commas, 28% are
pointed by silent pause, 20% breath pause and 6% filled
pause. Lack of any kind of pause (words bonding in
pronunciation) was registered in 20% occurrences of full
stop and 46% commas for spontaneous speech, and only
for 1,3% full stops and 42% commas for read speech.
Among all occurrences of filled pauses, 8% indicate full
stops and 6% indicates commas, among breath pauses the
proportions are, respectively, 10 and 11%.
The most commonly used types of filled pauses are:
prolonged 'yyy' (a half of the cases), short 'yh' (41%) and
'mmm' (7% of counts). As for acoustically registered
breath pauses, average for a speaker was about 11 breaths
per minute. In normal physiological condition, at rest, the
value of breath per minute is 12-20.
To investigate the influence of experience and
oratorical abilities on pauses and speech rate, we divided
corpus of spontaneous monologues into recordings of
experienced speakers (professors and politicians) and
inexperienced speakers (mainly students). Average values
of selected temporal features of each group are compared
in Table 2.
Table 2. Comparison of selected features for
experienced and inexperienced speakers: average values
and standard deviation (in brackets)

#words/minute
#words/sentence
#f_p/minute
n_p. [%]
s_p. [%]
f_p. [%]
b_p. [%]

Professional
speakers
108 (23)
17(4)
4(3)
12(15)
26(31)
10(12)
50(17)

Inexperienced
speakers
117 (26)
22(6)
10(5)
13(13)
24(23)
34(30)
27(8)

As expected intuitively, professionals speak slowlier,
with less disfluencies and formulate shorter sentences,
which makes their speech more adjusted for efficient
listening and understanding by recipients. Also their
dynamic breathing rhytms are much more concordant
with sentences boundaries (a half of fullstops were

correlated with breath pauses). Such conscious dynamic
breathing (taking a breath before beginning of a sentence
or phrase) is one of the basic voice emission principles,
often emphasized by authors of handbooks on speaking
skills and techniques [11],[12].
IV. DISCUSSION
While the full stops can be easily recognized by pauses
detection, the commas does not seem to be possible to
detect on the basis on pauses alone, without taking into
account another parameters.
Both lack of punctuation and occurrence of disfluencies
in spontaneous speech transcripts are factors that disturb
their processing by natural language processing systems,
parsers or information extraction systems, mainly because
usually language models do not contain disfluencies and
operate on full sentences [13]. Research on punctuation in
spoken language can improve ASR systems, increase
readability and usefulness of automatic transcripts for
human, and adapt them to be processed by language
models. Moreover, modeling of pauses in spoken
language can be applied to more natural-sounding speech
synthesis systems [14].
V. CONCLUSION
Beyond applications of the research on pauses for
speech technology systems, it can be used also directly in
the biomedical field.
Connotations between pauses and punctuation, as well
as frequency and types of pauses vary between
individuals and depend on speaking style of each person,
speech quality, culture, experience and preparation for
oral presentations. Thereby, the temporal features can be
used for speaker biometry or evaluation of speaker
oratorical skills.
Further research will cover also other reasons of pauses
frequeancy and duration variability. One of them is a type
of personality of the speaker or even mental illnesses quantity and duration of silent pauses can be indicators of
emotional state of the speaker or a measurable symptom
of psychic disorders like schizophrenia or bipolar
affective disorders. Frequency of filled pauses and breath
pauses during monologues will be invesitgated as
a significant marker of speaker stress and emotional
arousal.
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